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Sudan Assignment

You are a journalist covering the Sudanese Referendum. Based on what you have learned about

Sudan's recent history, write a story that provides your take on the events of this month. It may take the

form of an editorial, a feature story or an interview.

Your article should:

• Be no less than 1000 words

• Include at least three direct quotes from people on the ground in Sudan.

• Include references to Darfur, the civil wars of the past, the Lost Boys, outside involvement in the

conflicts, and anything else that you think provides needed context.

• Provide an indication of what you think is going to happen.
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The perpetual war
After decades of violence, Sudan may soon vote on whether to split the country in two. Is civil war on the ballot?

Sudanese police preparing for the secession vote

rion of a long struggle. "The date of Jan.
9,2011, is written not with words,"
says John Duku, the south's former
mission chiefin Kenya. "It is w.citten
with the blood of 2.5 million southern
Sudanese who perished during the war."

Can war be averted7
Both the U.S. and the United Nations
are seeking to avoid a conflagration,
and U.N. Security Council represen
tatives were recently in Suq-an for
meetings. The U.S., eager to contain
al Qaida~linked militants in neatby
Somalia and Yemen, desperately wants
to avoid another failed state-and a
potential terrorist training ground-
in Sudan. Bur vyirh the referendum
date fast approaching, the situation
is hardly encQuraging. The Anglican
archbishop of Sudan, DanieiDeng, this
month asked directly for international
assistance to avert catastrophe. "People
'may resort back to war," he warned,
"and because of that we are asking our
friends to help because we don't want
people to be sorry tomorrow."

What happens if the vote is blocked?
It could get ugly. Both sides have been aggressively arming in
recent years, and neither the south nor international observers
have faith in Sudanese President al-Bashir. !:Ie is currently under
indictment by the International Criminal Court on five counts of
crimes against humanity for his government's genocidal actions in
Darfur, where hundreds of thousands have been killed and an esti
mated 2.7 millio.n displaced since 2004. (Separatism is a powetful
current in Darfur, as ,weQ, and could -receive a jolt if the south
secedes.) With ·so· many tensions simmering,.Secretary of State

Hillary Clinton recently called Sndan a
"ticking time bomb."

Will the north accept secession7
President Omar H~ssan al-Bashir and
his ruling National Congress Party say
they will abide by the vote, but they
appear detennined to undermine it at
every step. They insist that a referen
dum cannot take place until numerous
conflicts are resolved, including the

contentious matter of a border between north and south; since a
resolution is unlikely, a referendum may never happen. The head
of the national referendum' comrriission wasn't appointed 'until
July due to disputes over commission personnel. Meanwhile,
logistical issues-from the means of registering voters to the
designation of voting centers:-remain up in the' air. In the south,
there is widespread concern about the lack of preparation for the
vote. "People here are waiting eagerly for the chance to decide
their future, and expectations are extremely high," said Charlotte
Seawen of Oxfam.
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Why. is Sudan so violent7
The roots of conflict run deep, nur-
tured by racial and religious hostility. In
the early 20th century, Britain, which
administered Sudan, sought to limit the
influence of the Arab, Muslim north on
the largely black, Christian and animist
south-even restricting travel between
the two regions. As Sudan prepared for
its 1956 independence, a civil war broke
out between north and south, in part
because southerners feared domination
by the north. Sudan's civil war evolved
into Africa's longest, raging intermittently
over the next half-eentury, at a cost of
more than 2 million lives. In a separate conflict in Darfur, in west
ern Sudan, Sudanese government troops have worked with vicious
Arab militias known as"janjaweed to crush-a rebellion by black
Africans; reso.rting to systematic rape and genocide. Civil war is
now so deeply ingrained in Sudanese culture tha~ it's not unc0IIl;
mon to see 12-year-olds toting submachine guns in the streets.
Indeed, in Khartoum, the Qorth's,capitaI, the standard school uni~

form is camouflage fatigues.

What are they fighting over now?
.Oil, power, race, and religion. Traditionally, power and wealth
in Sudan have rested iIi the hands of a small Arab elite who live
along the banks of the Nile in the north. But in 1978, oil was
discovered in a southern state (ironically named Unity), and 80
percent of the country's oil still comes fro'm the south. Sudan'~
government earnedahout $2.8 billion·in oil revenue last year,
accounting for more than half its entire budget. The south's
oil has transformed Khartoum from a sleepy ba~kwater into a
modern, metropolis of gleaming skyscrapers an~ shopping malls,
providing the funds for new schools and roads. Over the years,
however, southerners have profited far less from the oil beneath
their feet; southern 'Sudan remains
among the least developed regions in the
world. Northerners say the south's eco
nomic problems are its own fault; ever .
since a 2005 peace agreement between
north and south, the south has claimed
50 percent 6f the country's oil revenues.
But southerners still compl~i.n of bc;:ing
bullied by the north. "We'te fourth-elass
citizens in oUr own country," said Salva
Kiir, the president of sout4ern Sudan.

Is the south entirely powerless7
'Not anymore. In a 2005 peace accord
that the U.S. helped btoke~ the SQuth got
a share of power-and more importantly,
an option to become independent six
years later via a referendwn. That six
year deadline is now drawing near, with
a tefetendum scheduled for Jan. 9. All
indications are that voters in the south
will vote overwhelmingly to secede.

~ Southerners deem self-rule the cuhnina-

, .
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in Sudan: black Africans and Arabs. Indig
enous Africans ha~e lived 'in the region since
the Stone Age. Arab peoples were prominent
traders in Sudan as early as 800 CE and the
area was heavily involved in the Arab-African
slave trade.

Sudan is made up of two distinct" geo
graphic regions. To the north, the area is very
dry and is home to part of the Sahara Desert.
In the south, the climate is tropical, with lush
rainforests and swamps. The majority of the
population lives in urban areas in the north.
The north is largely Muslim and Arab, and
tends to have closer ties to Egypt. African
farmers make up most of the population in
the south, and the majority are Christian or
practice traditional religions. African popula
tions in the west, east, and south tend to have
closer ethnic ties to populations in neighbor-

"For years, the people of Sudan have
faced enormous and unacceptable
hardship. The genocide in Darfur,
has claimed the lives ofhundreds of
thousands ofpeople and left millions
more displaced. Conflict in the region
has wrought more suffering, posing
dangers beyond Sudan's borders
and blocking the potential of this
important part ofAfrica. Sudan is
now poised to fall further into chaos
if swift action is not taken."

-President Barack Obama,
October 19, 2{)09

The conflict in Darfur is complex, in.
volving many factions and spreading into
neighboring countries. Some in theinterna
tional community, including the United States,
have called this conflict a genocide. Others'
have argued that the conflict, although exceed
ingly violent, cannot be called genocide.

Sudan is the largest country, by area, in ,
Africa and the tenth largest country in the

world. Sudan has been embroiled in intema!
conflicts since independence in 1956. Most
recently, a violent conflict involving the cen-

. tral government, armed militias, and several
opposition groups has devastated Darfur, the
westernmost region of Sudan.

Conflict in Sudan
The borders of Sudan encompass more ter

ritory than a].] of Western Europe. The country
is'made up of hundreds of different cultures
with diverse ethnic, religious, and geographi
cal backgrounds, and with many languages,
Both Christianity and Islam have ancient roots
'in the area. There are two main ethnic groups

Note:
"Darfur: Violence and the Media" is an online supplement to Confronting Genocide: Never

Again? published by the Choices Program. Information on this and other resources from the
Choices Program is available online at <www.choices.edu>.
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AU9ust 1998: The 2.5million people displaced by the war in southern Sudan
also faced famine; Here, these displaced people wait their turn for water.

ing East African'states such as Chad, Uganda,
and Kenya. Much of Sudan's population lives
in poverty; the country ranked 150 out of 182.
countries iIi the United Nation's Human pe
velopment Index (which measures things like
life expectancy, literacy, and average income)
released in 2009.

Sudan was a colony of Britain and Egypt
in the nineteenth and early twentieth cen
turies. Britain ruled.8udan as two distinct
territories, with separate laws governing
the north and south. Upon independence.
northern Sl.\danese nationalists and the Brit
ish planned to unify these two regions. Even
before official independence in 1956, a civil
war broke out between the north and south
over control ofthe central government. This
war lasted until 1972, and a second civil war,
again between north and south, began in 1983.
Millions of southern Sudanese were killed or
displaced by violence in this second war.

What caused the second north-south conflict?
There were a number of issues at the root

of the second civil war between north and
south Sudan. Northern, Islamic. Arabs have
retained control over Sudan's central govern
mentsince 1956. The1972 peace agreement
ending the first civil war granted southern
Sudan a great deal of
independence from the
north. The second civil
war began in 1983 when
the north·controlled cen·
tral government broke tbis
treaty and tried to assert
more power over the south.
That year, the government
implemented Islamic law
across· the entire country,
angering many non-Mus
lims in the south.

Another source of
tension between the two
regions was oil, discovered
in Sudan in the 1960s..
Most of the oil reserves
are located in the central

. and southern regions, yet

the north-controlled government tookall of
the oil revenues. The second civil war lasted
for twenty-one years, ending with a peace
agreement in early 2005. The peace agreement
was negotiated with the help of the United
States and the African Union and provided the
people ofthe SO)1th with three basic thmgs:
the right to greater participation in govern-

. ment, the right.to a portion of the oil revenues,
and the right to hold a referendum in 2011
to decide whether to secede from Sudan and
become an independent country.

What is the Islamist National Islamic Front?
The Islamist National Islamic Front (NIF)

i" a pnwATf1l1 polifir.al party that took OVAr
Sud.an's government by coup in 1989. Led by
Omar Hassan al-Bashir, the CUITent president
of Sudan, the NWcontrols both the military
and the on reserves. After coming to power in
1989, President Bashir dissolved parliament
and banned all political parties. Many within
.the international community believe that
the Sudanese govemmentpursues an aggres
sively Islamic agenda, In the 1990s, Uganda,

.Kenya, and Ethiopia, which all border Sudan,
formed an alliance backed by the United States
to limit the influence of the NIF outside of
Sudan. In 2010, Bashir won multiparty elec
tions, Sudan's first in more than twenty years.

• CH'OICES FOR THE 21 ST CENTURY EOUCATION PROGRAM • WATSON INSTlTUTEFOR INTERNATIONAL STUOIES, BROW!,! UNIVERSITY • WWW.CHOICES.EOU
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...And so ,we've got to figure Qutsome
ways to make it worth their while to
peacefullyaccept an independent
South and for the South to recognize
that unless they want more years of
warfare and no chance to build their
own new state, they've got to make
some accommodations with the North
as well.

-u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton l >

September S, 2010

What are the origins of the conflict in Darfur?
III early 2003, while peace negotiations

to end the civil war between north and south
Sudan were underway, opposition groups
in Darfur (a region in western 'Sudan) rose
up against the government led by President
Bashir. The government and pro-government
militias responded brutally to crush the new
opposition. This began a new, even more vio
lent conflict within Sudan.

The region of Darfur is roughly the size
of France. The people of Darfur are predomi-

. nantly Muslim, and there are large populations
of both Arabs and Africans. Tensions over
land and grazing rights between Arabs, most of
whom are nomadic herders, and Africans, who

April 14, 2010: Sudan's first multiparty elections in twenty-four years. Voters
chose their national and regional presidents, governors ,and legislative
r~presentatives.

,,[Tjhe situation North-South is a
ticking time bomb of enonnous
con·sequence,... But the real problem
is what happens when the inevitable.
happens and the referendum is
passed and the South declares
independence.... What happens to
the oil revenues? And ifyou're in
the North and all of a sudden, you
think a line's going to be drawn and
you're going to lose 80 percent of
the oil revenues, you're n(Jt a vel)'
enthusiastic participant, what are the
deals that can possibly be made that
will limit the potentialof violence?

Observers believe the
elections were flawed by
voter intimidation. Rashir
is quite popular in the
north where increased oil
revenues have helped the
region's ~conomy.

. Nevertheless, there is
dissatisfaction in other re
gions of the country. Many
Sudanese are frustrated
with high levels of poverty
and the lack of infrastruc
ture such as paved roads,
sanitation, and medical
facilities outside Sudan's
major towns.

Groups in-some r~giol1s .
are upset over what they
consider to be a lack of
representation within the
government, while others wish to' have a larger
degree of self-rule. The 2005 peace agreement
set January 2011 as a date for a referendum in
which people in southern Sudan will decide
whether to secede from Sudan. With the vote
approaching, tensions between north and
south have increased. Many worry that if
southern Sudan votes to become independent,
civil war could erupt again. The north's access
to oil resources in the south is orie particularly
thorny problem.

• CHOICES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY EOUCATION PROGRAM • WATSON INSTITUTE FOR IN.TERNATlONAL STUDIES, BROWN UNIVERSITY • WWW.CHQI(E$.fOU
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January 25, 2010: The men pictured here are among three thousand
Sudanes.e who have migrated to Dar al Salam in northern Darfur. They
were forced out oftheir towns across Darfur by local warringfactit;:ms.
With few vi~al resources in Dar al Salam, such as water, food, and material
for proper shelters, the migrants have needed help from;UN agencies and
-nongovernmental organizations.

are m"inly farmers, have existed for most of
the region's history. .

More recently, the African population has
beenfrilstrated by what it ciaims is the central
gove:rnmimt'slack of support during pro
longed droughts and near-famineconditicins.
Many believe the government favors'Darfur's .
Arab population. Opposition groups also
say that the government . .
has long Iflarginalized ,
the African populations ..
of Darfur. They say that
Darfur was· left but of the
peace negotiations with·
southern Sudan in which .
~ssues slich.as representa
tion within the government
were discussed. The
~udanese.government, on
the other hand, claims that

.. the conilictin Darfur is
rooted in competition for
land 'among"Various ethnic
groups in the region. With
the 2011 referendum ap
proaching, tensions' in
Darfur are high. President
Bashir's government wants
to discourage any possibil
ity of Darfur trying to break
away from Sudan.

Who is involved in
this conflict?

Initially, there were t~o main African
opposition groups in Darfur: the Sudanese
Liberation Movement (SLMj, also known as
the Sudanese LiberationArmy (SLA), and the
Justice and Equality Movement (]EM). Both
of these groups splintered into smaller fac
tions over the course of the conflict. The UN
estimates that there are now as many as thirty
opposition groups in Darfur. Many of these
factions are competing with each other for
power and inlluence.

On the opposing side of the conflict are
the central government and pro-government
militias, such as the Arab janjaweed. Most

parties in the conflict say that the Ianjaweed,
a group of armed horsemen, 'is responsible for
the majority of violence..Oppositipn groups
claim that the government supports the Ianja
weed and the "Arabization" of Darfur because

.it wants to eliminate opposition from the black
Africans in the region. The government denies
any connectionto the Ianjaweed and asserts
that it only. supports government forces fight-

."

ing rebel groups in Darfur. But many within
the international community believe that the
Janjaweed does have ties to the government.
Although the government has called the Jan- .
jaweed "thieves" and"gangsters" it has done
little to limit the violence of this group.

What has been happening in this conflict?
Since the initial rebellion in 2003, vio

lence between rebel forces aI.ld government
militia and the Janjaweed has spread across
the region. The government militia and the
]anjaweed have targeted civilians and villages
that they claim are harboring rebel forces. Aer
ial bombing has destroyed numerous villages.'

• CHOKES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY EDUCATION PROGRAM • WATSON'·INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, BROWN UNIVERSITY. WWW.CHOKES,EOU



Although the government denies its involve
ment in the bombings, it is the only force in
Sudan that owns helicopters and planes. At
the same time, the Janjaweed have looted and
bUrned villages and,crops"and poisoned water'
supplies. Tens of thousands o{civilians ha:"e
been'killed by various groups in the conflict,
and many more have been raped. Opposition
groups have forced many young boys within
refugee camps to join their forces. Fighting
ainong rebel factions occurs both within the
camps and outside of them. Other groups,
capitalizing on the instability, rob supply con
voys and international aid efforts.

UN officials currently estimate that about
300,000 people have been killed in the conflict
through violence, starvation, and disease. Well
over two million people have been displaced
from their communities, and some have fled
to refugee camps in neighboring Chad and the
Central African Republic (CAR). Refugees are

,dependent on foreign aid for survival. The
majority of victims are farmers, mostly African
civilians. But ~anyArab farming communities
have also been displaced by violence from Af
rican opposition groups. Humanitarian groups
have struggled to access the region because of
the violence and lack of governmentcoopera
tion. Rebel groups have targeted peacekeeping
operations. As of July 2010, sixty-eight UN
peacekeepers and personnel had been killed in
Parfur.

There are fears that the violence in Dar
fur could spread to other parts of Sudan and
beYond. In 2007, it spilled across tbe bor-
der into Chad and the CAR, and threatened
to destabilize the region. Refugees, militia,
rebels, and bandit raiders flow across Sudan's
porous borders. Africans in bordering regions
of Chad and the CAR 'have been allacked by
armed Arab groups on horseback, similar to
the pattern of violence in Darfur. At the same
time, some observers believe ihat the Arab
population in eastern Chad is facing persecu
tion as well. By July 2007, more than thirty
thousand Chadian Arabs had fled across the
border into Sudan and claimed refugee sta
tus, The governments of Chad and the CAR
accused Sudan of supporting rebel groups in

Confronting.Genocide: Never Again?
Darfur: Violence and the Media

their countries, while Sudan accusecj. Chad of
,supporting opposition groups aiming to desta
bilize its government. In February 2010, Chad
and Sudan agreed to increase cooperation and
security wbile reducing tensions between the
tw"o countries.

The Response of the
International Community

There is disagreement in the international
community over whether the conflict in Darfur
is genocide. in July 2004, the U.S. Congress
passed a resolution calling the conflict geno
cide. In September 2004, U.S. Secretary of
State Colin Powell made a public statement
deClaring Darfur a site of genocide.

"We conc1uded-I concluded~that
genocide has been -committed in
Daifur and that the government
of Sudan and the ]anjaweed bear
responsibility-and genocide may'
still be occurring. "

-Colin PowelL U.S. secretary-of state,
September 2004

In early 2005, the UN released 'a report say
ing that, although there was massive violep.ce
in the region, it could not be called genocide
because there was no"evidence of intent to kill
an entire racial, ethnic, or religious group.

"The Commission established that
the Government of Sudan and the
Janjaweed are responsible for
serious violations of international'
human rights and humanitaria~

law amounting to crimes under
international law.... However, the
crucial element ofgenocidal intent
appears to be missing, at least
as for as the central Government
authorities are concerned.
Generally speaking, the policy
of attacking, killing and forcibly
displacing members of some tribes
does lwl evince a specificintent to
annihilate, in whole or in part, a

5
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unanimously approved a resolution to create a
combined AU-UN force of up to 26,000 troops
and police in Darfur. The Council approved
the use of force for self-defense as well as for
the protection of civilians by these troops.
The UN, along with the European Union, also
pledged to send troops to help stabilize Chad's
eastern border with Sudan.

The African Union/United Nations Hy
brid Operation in Darfur (UNAMID) has been
in charge of all peacekeeping operations in
Darfur since December 31,2007. As ofJuly
2010, only 21,000 troops had been deployed
and many critical supplies were still missing.
Some point out that even 26,,000 troops is too
few to cover the large area of Darfur. Others ar
gue that peacekeepers can do little un.til there
is a peace agreement to enforce.

What are the pTOspectsfor peace in Darfur?
Thus far, peace negotiations have achieved

little. Only the government and one rebel fac- .
tion signed a peace treaty mediated.by .the AU
in 2006. Further negotiations led by the AU
and UN in Libya in 2007 also were unsuccess
fuL In 2010, AU and UN officials held a new
round of talks in Qatar, but have struggled to

August 4, 2010: Sudanese women from Kassab Internally Displaced Persons
(IDP) Camp in KiJtum, Darfur, venture out to collect firewood. Female lOPs

. often fear being· raped by rebel fighters or criminals vilhen they leave their
haines. Thes" women were escorted by UNAMID peacekeepers.

group distinguished
Q~ racial, eth.nic,
national, or religious
grouf!ds.

-UN report, January
2005

In March 2009, the In
ternational Criminal Court
(ICC) issued an arrest Wal'- .

rant for Sudan's president
for his role in the violence
accusing him of crimes
against humanity and war

. crimes. In July 2010, the
court added three counts of
genocide to the charges,

Although the Sudanese
government claims that
the ICC has no jurisdiction
in Sudan, the court has.
c1J.arged otheJ;'~ involved in

·the conflict. In early 2007, the ICC'issued ar
Test warrants for a government minister and a
Janjaweed leader, Qoth of whom the Sudanese
,government refused to turn over to the c~mrt.

How has the UN responded to the conflict?
Until recently, international troop pres

ence in Darfur was minimaL In late 2004, a
regional organizat{oncalled the African Union
(AU) sent troops to serve as a small observer
mission. The AU force was funded largely
by the United States, European Union, and
Canada. But with (mly six thousand troops, the
force was too small and ill-equipped to quell
violence over such a large area. Additionally,
AU soldiers were targeted in shootings and
kidnappings.

Starting'in March 2006, many in the
international community began to call for a
UN peacekeeping force to be simt to Darfur.

. Initially, Sudan's government was hostile to
this suggestion, claiming tharthe presence of
international troops would be tantamount to
occupation. After months of negotiations with
UN officials, the Sudanese government re
lented. In July 2007, the UN Security Council
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keep representatives from all of Sudan's many
rebei factions at the negotiating table. .

The arrest warrant for President Bashir
has also complicated the peace process. Many
in the international community opposed this
measure, fearful that it will further inflame
tensions in the region. Some within the UN
Security Council have supported a proposal
to suspend the case against Bashir in return
for his full cooperation in negotiating a peace
agreement. Others have argued that sus
pending Bashir's case would undermine the
international criminal justice system.

The international community has stepped
up efforts to mediate the many disputes in
Sudan to prevent the referendum from creat
ing instability, violence, and even civil war. In
2010, violence and killing has escalated in the
Darfur region. International observers worry
that the intense focus on the referendum will
distract the international community from
making a comprehensive effort to improving
the situation in Darfur. 2011 is certain to be in
an important year for the peoples of Sudan.

o(iWhat happens in Sudan in the days
ahead may decide whether a people
who have endured too much war
move forward towards peace or slip
backwards into bloodshed."

-President Barack Obama,
September 24, 2010
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CONFLICT ANALYSIS
Early on the morning of April 25, 2003, rebels from the Darfur

Liberation Army, later becoming the Sudan Liberation Army

(SLA), attacked the Sudan government's air base in EI
Fasher, capital of North Darfur state. The force destroyed

multiple Antonov bombers and helicopter gunships, and

seized a large amount of ammunition and heavy weapons.

The government had not suffered such a humiliating defeat

in more than 20 years' war in South Sudan. It refused to

negotiate with the armed opposition group, whose demands
included recognition as a political movement. autonomous
powers within a federal system and development for Darfur
one of Sudan's most neglected regions. The government of
Sudan (GoS) instead responded by mobilizing the Army, Air
Force and militias recruited among some of Darfur's Arab
tribes. The militias later came to be known as the Janjawid. It
was the beginning of a brutal counter-insurgency campaign
against the non-Arab tribes which formed the backbone of
the armed opposition groups - primarily the Zaghawa, Fur
and Masalit.

From time immemorial, seasonal fluctuations in water and Rebels of the Sudan Liberation Army in North Darfur.

grazing land had led to conflict over natural resources in
Darfur. These tensions exploded into a Fur-Arab war in 1987
after drought and famine in North Darfur drove many Arabs south towards Fur lands in South Darfur. Earlier conflicts had been settled by
traditional reconciliation mechanisms. But these had been weakened by a series of measures beginning in 1971, when President Gaafar Nimeiri
abolished the tribal-based Native Administration. Conflicts and insecurity escalated in rural areas as those with access to firearms took the law
into their own hands and started resolving their disputes by force rather than by mediation.

From the mid-1980s to the outbreak of rebellion in 2003, Darfur suffered high-intensity, large-scale armed conflicts fought with modern weapons 
many of them brought across Darfur's long and virtually unpoliced desert borders with Chad and Libya. When Arab nomads attempted to occupy
traditional Fur land with the support of the government, the Fur responded with the mass burning of pastureland.

Initial recruits to the government war in 2003 came mainly from two Arab groups - the failed nomads of North Darfur, and immigrants from Chad
without land of their own. With the exception of urban areas, almost all land in Darfur is utilized according to a customary tenure or hakura system
of land grants initially conferred by the Fur sultans. In South Darfur, the sultans gave hakuras to each of the four main cattle-herding or Baggara

Arab tribes· the Rizeigat, Ta'aisha, Beni Halba and Habbaniya. The camel-herding Abbala of North Darfur received no land but were allowed
right of passage though the tribal lands of sedentary groups.

The Crisis At-a-Glance

People who have died as a direct
result of the conflict:

Over 200,000

People displaced from Darfur:

Over 2 million

http://www.eyesondarfur.org/conflict.html

When war erupted in 2003, most Arab tribes with land remained neutral. But many
landless Abbala joined the Janjawid, believing that land occupied by force would
be theirs.

Government forces and Janjawid emptied wide swathes of land with a scorched
earth campaign war that destroyed everything that made life possible, including
wells, pumps, orchards and mosques. As international criticism of the conflict
grew, the Sudanese Army took a back seat and the militias became the
spearhead of the government's strategy, as they had in southern Sudan.

The rebellion, and the government's response to it, caused death, displacement
and destruction on an epic scale. Hundreds of thousands of civilians were killed.
Another two and a half million were driven into camps for the displaced where
African Union troops had neither the mandate nor the resources to guarantee their
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Eyes On Darfur

People displaced from Darfur into
Chad:

260,000

Displaced Chadians:

160,000

People displaced from the Central
African Republic:

155,000
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safety and where the Janjawid roamed with impunity. More than 200,000 others

fled across the border into camps in Chad.

The Government of Sudan and Minni Minawi's faction of the SLA signed the

Darfur Peace Agreement on May 5, 2006 after seven rounds of AUvled

negotiations. JEM and the SLA faction led by Abdul Wahid Mohamed el Nur

refused to sign, saying power, wealth-sharing and compensation provisions were

unacceptable and demanding stronger guarantees for the disarmament of the

Janjawid.

A handful of individual commanders and splinter groups signed Declarations of

Commitment to the agreement but, like Minawi himself, were armed by the

government and turned against their former comrades-in-arms - most importantly,

the Group of 19, SLA non-signatories who controlled most of North Darfur.

SUbsequent attacks by signatories on non-signatories displaced tens of thousands

of civilians.

TOTAL at risk:

Several million

In mid-2006, the Sudanese Army was put in the front line of a new offensive

against non-signatories. The commander of the Western Military Region was

replaced and huge amounts of weaponry were flown into El Fasher. A short-lived

alliance between the Group of 19 and JEM handed the government forces a

series of crushing battlefield defeats. By the end of 2006, the government

offensive in North Darfur was stymied, the UN Department of Safety and Security had declared almost a third of South Darfur a no-go area and a

militia-led offensive in West Darfur had spilled deep into Chad.

Eastern Chad is plagued by three separate, and sometimes interlocking, conflicts: cross-border attacks by Sudanese Janjawid in coordination

with Chadian militias; Chadian armed opposition groups activity against the regime of President Idris Deby; and local ethnic conflicts

compounded by the formation of self·defense village militias. The conflict has displaced more than 160,000 Chadian civilians, who have

exacerbated the humanitarian problems caused by the 260,000 Sudanese refugees already in the country. There are also more than 155,000

refugees from northern Central African Republic.

Today, the conflict between the GaS and the Janjawid against armed opposition groups is not the only source of insecurity in Darfur. After more

than six years of conflict, armed men on all sides are benefiting from the total collapse of law and order to loot the livestock of vulnerable people,

hijack humanitarian vehicles and relief supplies, impose war "taxes" and extort "protection" money. The emergence of a strong war economy

threatens to perpetuate the conflict. The camps for the displaced have become so crowded and volatile, with so many uncontrolled small arms,

that they present a danger even for those who are attempting to provide humanitarian services. In some camps, government police and AU

forces are no longer allowed entry and there is no institution entrusted with guaranteeing security and administering justice.

In March 2009, the government of SUdan expelled and suspended the operations of 13 international humanitarian aid organizations and at least

3 domestic aid organizations operating in Darfur and across Sudan. Organizations working in South Sudan were exempted from the

government's order. The government's action followed a decision by the International Criminal Court to issue an arrest warrant for Sudanese

President Omar al Bashir on charges of war crimes and crimes against humanity. Without the food, water, and medicine provided by these aid

groups, millions of vulnerable men, women, and children in Darfur and throughout Sudan face starvation and disease.

©2009 Amnesty International USA I 5 Penn Plaza, NewYorll, NY 10001 I 212,807.8400 I Sile design by a:t.i.w"I
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A chronology of key events:

1881 - Revolt against the Turco-Egyptian administration.

1899-1955 Sudan is under joint British-Egyptian rule.

1956 - Sudan becomes independent.

1958 - Generai Abboud leads military coup against the civilian government eiected earlier in the
year

1962 - Civil war begins in the south, led by the Anya Nya movement.

1964 - The "October Revolution" overthrows Abbud and an Isiamist-Ied government is
established

1969 - Jaafar Numeiri leads the "May Revoiu'tion" military coup.

1971 - Sudanese Communist Party leaders executed after short-lived coup against Numeiry.

1972 - Under the Addis Ababa peace agreement between the government and the Anya Nya, the
south becomes a self-governing region.

1978 - Oil discovered in Bentiu in southern Sudan.

1983 - Civil war breaks out again in the south invoiving government forces and the Sudan
People's Liberation Movement (SPLM), led by John Garang.

Islamic law imposed

1983 - President Numeiri declares the introduction of Sharia Islamic law.

1985 - After widespread popular unrest Numayri is deposed by a group of officers and a
Transitional Military Council is set up to rule the country.

1986 - Coalition government formed after general elections, with Sadiq al-Mahdi as prime
minister.

1988 - Coalition partner the Democratic Unionist Party drafts cease-fire agreement with the
SPLM, but it is not implemented.

1989 - National Salvation Revolution takes over in military coup.

1993 - Revolution Command Council dissolved after Omar Bashir is appointed president.

US strike

1995 - Egyptian President Mubarak accuses Sudan of being involved in attempt to assassinate
him in Addis Ababa.

1998 - US launches missile attack on a pharmaceutical plant in Khartoum, alleging that it was
making materials for chemical weapons.

1998 - New constitution endorsed by over 96% of voters in referendum.

http://newsvote.bbc.co.ukImpapps/pagetools/print!news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east!country... 1/112011
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1999 - President Bashir dissolves the National Assembly and declares a state of emergency
following a power struggie with parliamentary speaker, Hassan al-Turabl.

Advent of oil

Page 2 of6

1999 - Sudan begins to export oil.

2000 President Bashir meets leaders of opposition National Democratic Alliance for first time in
Eritrea.

Main opposition parties boycott presidential elections. Incumbent Bashir is re-elected for further
five years.

2001 Islamist leader Al-Turabi's party, the Popular National Congress, signs memorandum of
understanding with the southern rebel SPLM's armed wing, the Sudan People's Liberation Army
(SPLA). AI-Turabi is arrested the next day, with more arrests of PNC members in the following
months.

Government accepts Libyan/Egyptian initiative to end the civil war after failure of peace talks
between President Bashir and SPLM leader John Garang in Nairobi.

US extends unilateral sanctions against Sudan for another year, citing its record on terrorism and
rights violations.

Peace deal

2002 - Government and SPLA sign landmark ceasefire agreement providing for six-month
renewable ceasefire in central Nuba Mountains - a key rebel stronghold.

Talks in Kenya lead to a breakthrough agreement between the government and southern rebels
on ending the Ig-year civil war. The Machakos Protocol provides for the south to seek self
determination after six years.

2003 February - Rebels in western region of Darfur rise up against government, claiming the
region is being neglected by Khartoum.

2003 October - PNC leader Turabi released after nearly three years in detention and ban on his
party is lifted.

Uprising in west

2004 January - Army moves to quell rebel uprising in western region of Darfur; hundreds of
thousands of refugees flee to neighbouring Chad.

2004 March - UN official says pro-government Arab Janjaweed militias are carrying out
systematic killings of non-Arab villagers in Darfur.

Army officers and opposition politicians, including Islamist leader Hassan al-Turabi, are detained
over an alleged coup plot.

2004 May - Government and southern rebels agree on power-sharing protocols as part of a
peace deal to end their long-running conflict. The deal follows earlier breakthroughs on the
division of oil and non-oil wealth.

2004 September - UN says Sudan has not met targets for disarming pro-government Darfur
militias and must accept outside help to protect civilians. US Secretary of State Colin Powell
describes Darfur killings as genocide.

Peace agreement

2005 January - Government and southern rebels sign a peace deal. The agreement includes a
permanent ceasefire and accords on wealth and power sharing.

UN report accuses the government and militias of systematic abuses in Darfur, but stops short of
calling the violence genocide.

http://newsvote.bbc.co.ukimpapps/pagetools/print!news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east!country... 1/1/2011
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2005 March - UN Security Council authorises sanctions against those who violate ceasefire in
Darfur. Council also votes to refer those accused of war crimes in Darfur to International Criminai
Court.

2005 June - Government and exiled opposition grouping - National Democratic Alliance (NDA) 
sign reconciliation deal allowing NDA into power-sharing administration.

President Bashir frees Islamist leader Hassan al-Turabi, detained since March 2004 over alleged
coup plot.

Southern autonomy

2005 9 July - Former southern rebel leader John Garang is sworn in as first vice president. A
constitution which gives a large degree of autonomy to the south is signed.

2005 1 August - Vice president and former rebel leader John Garang is killed in a plane crash.
He is succeeded by Salva Kiir. Garang's death sparks deadly clashes in the capital between
southern Sudanese and northern Arabs.

2005 September - Power-sharing government is formed in Khartoum.

2005 October - Autonomous government is formed in the south, in line with January 2005 peace
deal. The administration is dominated by former rebels.

Darfur conflict

2006 May - Khartoum government and the main rebel faction in Darfur, the Sudan Liberation
Movement, sign a peace accord. Two smaller rebel groups reject the deal. Fighting continues.

2006 August - Sudan rejects a UN resolution calling for a UN peacekeeping force in Darfur,
saying it would compromise sovereignty.

2006 October - Jan Pronk, the UN's top official in Sudan, is expelled.

2006 November - African Union extends mandate of its peacekeeping force in Darfur for six
months.

Hundreds are thought to have died in the heaviest fighting between northern Sudanese forces
and their former southern rebel foes since they signed a peace deal last year. Fighting is centred
on the southern town of Malakal.

2007 April - Sudan says it will accept a partial UN troop deployment to reinforce African Union
peacekeepers in Darfur, but not a full 20,000-strong force.

War crimes charges

2007 May - International Criminal Court issues arrest warrants for a minister and a Janjaweed
militia leader suspected of Darfur war crimes.

US President George W Bush announces fresh sanctions against Sudan.

2007 July - UN Security Council approves a resolution authorising a 26,000-strong force for
Darfur. Sudan says it will co-operate with the United Nations-African Union Mission in Darfur
(Unamid).

2007 October - SPLM temporarily suspends participation in national unity government, accusing
Khartoum of failing to honour the 2005 peace deal.

2007 December - SPLM resumes participation in national unity government.

2008 January - UN takes over Darfur peace force.

Within days Sudan apologises after its troops fire on a convoy of Unamid, the UN-African Union
hybrid mission.

http://newsvote.bbc.co.uk/mpapps/pagetools/print!news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east!country... III120 11
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Government planes bomb rebel positions In West Darfur, turning some areas Into no-go zones for
aid workers.

2008 February - Commander of the UN-African Union peacekeepers in Darfur, Balla Keita, says
more troops needed urgently in west Darfur.

Abyei clashes

2008 March - Russia says it's prepared to provide some of the helicopters urgently needed by
UN-African Union peacekeepers.

Tensions rise over clashes between an Arab militia and SPLM in Abyei area on north-south divide
- a key sticking point in 2005 peace accord.

Presidents of Sudan and Chad sign accord aimed at halting five years of hostilities between their
countries.

CONTROVERSIAL CENSUS
The 2008 count could have an big impact on Sudan's political future

2008 April - Counting begins in national census which is seen as a vital step towards holding
democratic elections after the landmark 2005 north-south peace deal.

UN humanitarian chief John Holmes says 300,000 people may have died in the five-year Darfur
conflict.

2008 May - Southern defence minister Dominic Dim Deng is killed in a plane crash in the south.

Tension increases between Sudan and Chad after Darfur rebel group mounts raid on Omdurman,
Khartoum's twin city across the Nile. Sudan accuses Chad of involvement and breaks off
diplomatic relations.

Intense fighting breaks out between northern and southern forces in disputed oil-rich town of
Abyei.

2008 June - President Bashir and southern leader Salva Kiir agree to seek international
arbitration to resolve dispute over Abyei.

Bashir accused

2008 July - The International Criminal Court's top prosecutor calls for the arrest of President
Bashir for genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes in Darfur; the appeal is the first
ever request to the ICC for the arrest of a sitting head of state. Sudan rejects the indictment.

2008 September - Darfur rebels accuse government forces backed by militias of launching air
and ground attacks on two towns in the region.

2008 October - Allegations that Ukrainian tanks hijacked off the coast of Somalia were bound for
southern Sudan spark fears of an arms race between the North and former rebels in the South.

HAGUE WARRANT
President AI-Bashir is sought by The Hague on war crimes charges

2008 November - President Bashir announces an immediate ceasefire in Darfur, but the region's
two main rebel groups reject the move, saying they will fight on until the government agrees to
share power and wealth in the region.

2008 December - The Sudanese army says it has sent more troops to the sensitive oil-rich
South Kordofan state, claiming that a Darfur rebel group plans to attack the area.

http://newsvote.bbc.co.uk/mpapps/pagetools/print!news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east!country... 1/1/2011
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2009 January - Sudanese Islamist leader Hassan al-Turabi Is arrested after saying President
Bashir should hand himself in to The Hague to face war crimes charges for the Darfur war.

2009 March - The International Criminal Court in The Hague issues an arrest warrant for
President Bashir on charges of war crimes and crimes against humanity in Darfur.

2009 May - An estimated 250 people in central Sudan are killed during a week of clashes
between nomadic groups fighting over grazing land and cattle in the semi-arid region of
Southern Kordofan.

Alliance strained

2009 June - Khartoum government denies it is supplying arms to ethnic groups in the south to
destabilise the region.

The leader of South Sudan and vice-president of the country, Salva Kiir, warns his forces are
being re-organised to be ready for any return to war with the north

EX-foreign minister Lam Akol splits from South's ruling SPLM to form new party, SPLM
Democratic Change.

2009 July - North and south Sudan say they accept ruling by arbitration court in The Hague
shrinking disputed Abyei region and placing the major Heglig 011 field in the north.

Woman journalist tried and punished for breaching decency laws by wearing trousers. She
campaigns to change the law.

2009 August - Darfur war is over, says UN military commander in the region, in comments
condemned by activists.

2009 October - SPLM boycotts parliament over a Bill allowing intelligence services to retain
Widespread powers.

Independence vote

2009 December - Leaders of North and South say they have reached a deal on the terms of a
referendum on independence due in South by 2011.

2010 January - President Omar Bashir says would accept referendum resuit, even if South opted
for independence.

2010 Feb-March - The Justice and Equality Movement (Jem) main Darfur rebel movement signs
a peace accord with the government, prompting President Bashir to declare the Darfur war over.
But failure to agree specifics and continuing clashes with smaller rebel groups endanger the deal.

2010 April - President Bashir gains new term in first contested presidential polls since 1986.

2010 July - International Criminal Court issues second arrest warrant for President al-Bashir 
this time for charges of genocide. He travels to Chad.

2010 October - Timetable set for southern independence referendum, due to be held on 9
January, 2011.

2010 November - Voter registration begins amid doubt that referendum schedule can be met.

Tension as North and South accuse each other of massing troops in border areas.

2010 December - SPLM publicly backs independence for south for first time. The statement is at
odds with terms of 2005 peace deal, under which north-based government and southern rebels
agreed to work for unity.

http://newsvote.bbe.eo.uk/mpapps/pagetools/print!news.bbe.eo.uk/2/hi/middle_east!country... 1II12011
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Oil and politics in Sudan
Fueling the current unraveling ofa 200$ peace deal between north
and south Sudan is southerners'claim that northerners are not
sharing 011 proceeds -lindpolitical power - as Iil{Jreed.
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Attention-Grabber for Sudan's Cause
By DANIEL BERGNER

"I do human rights the way I played basketball," John Prendergast said. We were sitting

in the outdoor restaurant ofan unfinished hotel in Juba, a boomtown of mud and shanties

beside the White Nile in southern Sudan. It's a restaurant where the South's liberation

leaders tend to gather, and these days they are in a buoyant mood. They have tradedtheir

fatigues for dress shirts and suits. A half-century of civil war seems to be culminating in

independence. Ifa referendum on Jan. 9 goes as expected, the map ofAfrica will be redrawn

· - with a new nanonaround the size ofTexas. But for the moment, Prendergast, who is

· America's most influential activist in Africa's most troubled regions and who huddled on a

White House patio with President Barack Obama a few days earlier, talked about basketball

guards.

Pistol Pete Maravich, the N.B.A. All-Star of the '70S, with his floppy socks and flashy ball

handling, was a childhood hero, Prendergast said. He spoke about his own brief high-school

glory, his own attempts to dazzle and, now, his celebrity-strewn methods of making

·Americansturn their eyes to Africa. He raked his fingers through wavy gray hair thatfell to

.. the shoulders of his Tshirt. The hair, along with the unshaven scruff on his chin, made for a

look of dashing flamboyance that was undercut by bursts ofboyish energy. "There are a lot of .

criticisms that it's about me and not the cause," he went on about his work in the field of

human rights. He declared that he can't be bothered by the complaints, some of which arise

from his habit of dropping into conflict zones with actors like George Clooney and Angelina

Jolie. At 47, he has devoted all ofhis adult life to Africa, especially the Horn and Congo,

formerly known as Zaire. He's been jailed in southern Sudan. He's had militiamen's assault

rifles jammed into his stomach in Congo. While we sat in the Juba restaurant in October, he

was fighting off a rare infection that is a precursor to elephantiasis, contracted in Sudan a

week or two before. Swollen glands throughout his body made him wince as he walked

across the restaurant.

Prendergast laid a small map of Sudan - of the nation as it looks for the moment, not yet

divided in two - on a table in front of Ezekiel Lol Gatkuoth, an insider in the South's

government in waiting, a towering man with tribal scars, six raised horizontal lines,
· .
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sparp:J,ing his forehead. The two men discussed the chances ofthe new country's being born

without causing more cataclysmicwarfare. Scribbled notes cluttered the map as Gatkuoth

.brought Prendergast up· to date on developments in the South,on fresh pacts being sealed·

between the main liberation group and an array of factions. The rebel leaders know from

CNN, and from Prendergast himself - "So George Clooney and I met with President Obama

last week ..." - that Prendergast has pull with their ally America. And for Prendergast, the

informationthathe can learn from those leaders is currency. The mix ofhis eXhaustive.

knowledge and his marshaling of movie stars has placed him near the heart ofthe American

administration's role in Sudan's impending rearrangement,

Ifthe vote isn't derailed by disputes between North and South, it see.ms certain that the

southern Sudanese will cast their ballots in January overwhelmingly for secession. After

that, it's possible that the South - an expanse of parched scrub and swamp, a land of

.seminomadic herders whose cattle have gorgeous lyre-shaped horns and whose dung fires

send a blue-tinted gauze into the air at dusk - will emerge quietly into statehood. But many

worry that it all will explode. During the phase of fighting from 1983 until the signing of the

fragile current peace agreement in 2005, it's estimated that more than two million people;

mostly southern civilians, were killed. Many were slaughtered bymarauding militia on

horseback- forces armed by the northern regime ba~ed in Khartoum. More perished in war

-sown famine. Now many analysts warn that a vote to break away will spur Khartoumback

into belligerence, that there is noway the North will relinquish the oil fieldS that fall largely

in southern territory and that the next phase of the conflict will be even more catastrophic

than anything before it. Earlier thisyear, Dennis Blair, then America's director of national

intelligence, told the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence that in thinking about the next

five years in all the world's unstable places "a new mass killing or genocide is most likely to

occurin southern Sudan."

Prendergast insists that the United States can prevent the resumption ofwarfare. "I live in

the country with the greatest influence in Sudan," he said. He was thinking back to the

underuse of American power that outraged him during the Rwandan genocide and during

the initial crisis in the western·Sudanese region of Darfur, a situation mostly separate from

Sudan's North-South fighting. He is determined not tolet the same kind of abdication bring

disaster with the referendum. "Do I sound like a zealot?" he asked me. "I am a zealot." His

faith in America's capacity to stave off war in Sudan is all but absolute - though some

experts aren't nearly as confident - and his fear that he will not be heard, that his faith will

not be heeded, runs deep. "I am not a tree falling in a forest," he said. For much of his career,

he was heard faintly at best as he journeyed alone throughout the Horn, writing about

atrocities and failed states in Human Rights Watch reports and journals with names like The
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.Review ofAfrican Political Economy and in the occasional newspaper op-ed. In recent

months, he has waged a loud campaign to compel Obamaand members ofhis foreign-policy

team to engage aggressively in persuading Khartoum to let the South go in peace. "He has

been enormously influential; he's created direction and intensity," John Kerry, chairman of

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, who has just emerged as Obama's unofficial point

man in averting devastation in Sudan, told me.

Has Prendergast's advocacy sometimes become uncomfortable? I asked Denis McDonough,

deputy national security adviser, at the White House a few weeks ago. ''Yes!'; McDonough,a

man who doesn't seem given to displaying uneasiness, answered emphatically, .

. acknowledging the effect of Prendergast's relentless effort to pull attention to one of the

world's easily ignored realms. "Are you always comfortable With your conscience?"

"My father was a frozen-food salesman - he sold pork fritters out ofhis station wagon,"

Prendergast said, remembering his growing up around the Midwest and outside

Philadelphia. "He kept the samples in dry ice and his deep fryer in the back, and he would do

demos at .hospitals and schools." Both his parents were devoted to volunteer work, and

Prendergast, during college, volunteered at a homeless shelter. When he was 21, he took in

three children - 7, 8 and 9 years old - from the shelter to live with him in his small

.apartment for the summer, so their mother could focus on her younger children. "Every day

we tried to figure it out," he told me, describing the way he managed this ad hoc big-brother

program, caring for the three with the help of his friends and family. Over the years since,

informally or through organizations, he has been a big brother to six more kids - reading

with thein, canoeing with them.

During an itinerant college career - he went to five universities before graduating from

Temple - Prendergast was sure his lifework would be aiding the urban poor, but in 1984 he

saw images of the Ethiopian famine one night on television. This was before the crisis

became a cause sung about by pop stars, and the iriert, skeletal figures stunned him.

"Somehow for the first 21 years of my life, I'd miss.ed the factthat such a level of human .

suffering could exist," he said. "I was immediately obsessed."

He applied right away for an Ethiopian visa. After being denied, he flew to Mali, another

country of famine. "I wanted to know what 1 as a citizen, and what America as a country,

could do to keep more people from that depth of agony." Ort the plane, a Malian who went to

graduate school at one of the universities Prendergast attended recognized him from the

gym, remembering his long hair and Maravich-inspired showboating on the basketball

court. Prendergast explained why he was on the flight, and the Malian, an agriculture

official, took him to live on his compound and schooled him in the theories of famine. "My
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vocation shifted from education and youth employment toward wars and starvation in

Africa," he said. Two and a halfyears later, Prendergast wasin southern Sudan, in camps for

.thedisplaced, documenting war-caused starvation for an American advocacy group.

By 1991, he was traveling along the reedy shallows ofthe SobatRiver, a tributary to the Nile,

in a dugout canoe, going to meet with Riek Machar, one ofthe South's rebel generals.

Prendergast was 28. He was employed, at that point, by a small American nongovernmental

organization; he envisioned himself absorbing everything he could about the Horn and

Central Africa - where he was living for about two-thirds ofeach year - and then one day

putting his knowledge to use in a midlevel State Department job thatwould give him a role

in promoting peace and preventing famines. He was making his way to Machar with the

ambition oflearning more thoroughly about the South's resistance movemeJ;i.t - one that

stirred his deep sympathy - and with the belief that Machar wouldprove to be a pivotal

hero among its commanders. "I had the glow of naivety;' he recalled. He'd met Machar.

before; now he was going to immerse himself in his thinking. He approached the general's

swampy base of crouched mud huts. "There was a bitof 'Apocalypse Now' about that trip,"

he said. "I was arriving on the river to understand the man.· His soldiers were all around us.

We sat outside in plastic chairs, and 1 listened straight through the night."

By the time Prendergast had his audience with Machar amid the crackle of military radios

.and the flicker of kerosene lanterns, Sudan had been ravaged by civilwar for decades. The

fighting started just before independence from joint British and Egyptian colonial control in

1956, with thesoutherners, who are predominantly black and who practice, for the most

part, traditional animist religions or Christianity, battling for freedom or partial separation

from Khartoum's Arab and Islamic rule. In 1972, an accord was reached, allowing the South

a measure of autonomy; but in 1978, Chevron discovered oil just to the southern side of the

North-South line. It wasn't long before Khartoum deeided that the South's semi-autonomy,

which included resources and revenues, wasn't a good idea. In 1983, Khartoum effectively

reunified the country. It declared, t~o, that Shariah law would be imposed throughout the

nation. Southern rebels quickly stormed one of Chevron's bases and resumed their

resistance against the North. In the early '90S, the rebels became appealing freedom fighters

. in the eyes of the u.S. government. This was partly because the Khartoum regime supported

Iraq's invasion of Kuwait and provided a home for numerous jihadists, including Osama bin

.Laden, earning Khartoum a spot on America's list of state sponsors of terrorism. And it was

partly because Christian evangelicals saw the southern cause as a movement of religious

brethren.

"He had a vision," Prendergast said of his night with Machar.As clouds of insects· hovered

around the kerosene lamps, the general declaimed that he just split from the South's main
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rebel group, the Sudan People's Liberation Army, and that his new force would be the one to

carry southerners, at last, to their independent destiny. "He was charismatic. I was very

.impressed. He said all the right things about inclusiveness; I thought he could see exactly

what the southern rebel movement should look like." The S.P.L.A.'s leadership was

dominated by members of the Dinka tribe, the South's largest, and was faUlted for

perpetrating the abuse of other southerners. Machar, who belongs to the Nuer, the South's

second-biggest tribe, pledged that his army would fully represent the land's diverse people.

After spending three days at Machar's base, Prendergast traveled on. "I was inspired," he

said. "I felt promise."

Soon, though, he started hearing accounts 6f a rampage by Machar's new faction on a Dinka

area in the Bor region. Prendergast headed in that direction and was horrified to find Dinka

corpses and torched Dinka villages. In what cameto be known as theBor massacre,

Machar's troops killed around 2,000, mostly women and children. "It was such a betrayal,"

Prendergast said. "It was avery, very confusing moment. It left me with a desolate feeling."

He paused. "It was a good step in my education about the realities and politics of war."

Southern Sudan's realities have forever involved outbreaks of warfare between its scores of

ethnic groups, but in the'90S, the North was adding fuel to these enmities by backing

southern militias. It was a tactic Khartoum had already employed, in a slightly different

form, by arming Arab herders in areas bordering the South, herders at odds with southern

tribes over scarce water and grazing land, and then watching as the Arabs terrorized·

southern settlements, forcing civilians to flee, to let crops go unplanted, to face starvation.

The North employed a similar strategy in supplying weapons to outfits like Machar's and

then to other southern splinter groups in the confidence that, though the factions billed

. themselves as freedom fighters, they would turn their firepower on each other. "Mission

accomplished, Khartoum," Prendergast said bitterly. And in the territory of the oil fields,the

North fully co-opted southern commanders to clear the land of people, so that drilling could·

be done without resistance. In the second half of the decade, a Chinese-led consortium

. began partnering with Khartoum and started pumping most of what is now nearly 500,000

barrels of petroleum a day from Sudan's fields.

After the Bor massacre, the S.P.L.A. carried out revenge attacks on the Nuer. And

Prendergast threw himself into recording, in Human Rights Watch publications, the horrors

committed by all southern forces, as if he could reset the ·moral compass of the liberation

movement by holding everyone accountable. For his efforts, Prendergast was arrested bythe

S.P.L.A. "You have violated the laws of southern Sudan" was the only explanation he

remembers receiving. For three days, he was held in a metal shipping container - retching

violently from the foul water he was given - before he was let go.
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Many things have changed since Prendergast's stay in that shipping container. For one,

.Machar realigned himselfwith the S.P.L.A. nine years ago and is now slated to become the

new country's v:ice president, a situation with which Prendergast has made his own private.

peace. We went to his Juba compound shortly after Prendergast met with Gatkuoth. Machar

was hosting a bull sacrifice.

The killing was to sanctifY the fact that another Nuer militia commander, Gabriel Tanginye,
. .

Was joining the S.P,L.A. after years of fighting fellow southerners. When Gatkuoth told

Prendergast in the restaurant about this development, Prendergast exclaimed, "This is a

friggin' success story!" As Gatkuoth added that the South's incipient president, Salva Kiir,

wooed Tanginye with a pledge of forgiveness and the offer of a major general's rank in the

S.P.LA and that Kiirwas in the process ofmaking the same deal with a number ofbrutal
factional leaders, Prendergast, thrilled by Kiit'sembracing ofold enemies, burst out, "This is

a moment!" To me, he said that he worried about the South's ability to stitch itselfinto one

country, yet his natural optimism seemed to overwhelm the concern that today's freshly
made major generals will soon return to staking their divisive claims. Tanginye told us that

the Nuer are the true southern liberationists. Kiir, in a separate meeting, said that the Nuer
can't be trusted. But Prendergast's upbeat vision ofthe em~rgingsouthern nation couldn't be .

repressed. At times, it was almost as if all his years there hadn't completely dimmed the glow

ofna'ivety.

At the sacrifice, Machar wore brown wingtips and khakis and had a pen clipped to the pocket

of his light blue shirt. Prendergasftalked amiably, guardedly with him on a couch in a

sparsely furnished living room, gathering information as always,taking.in Machar's

thoughts on last-minute negotiations with theNorth - over borderlines, over oil revenue 

that could jeopardize the referendum. To converse this way with Machar was a compromise;

the need to hold perpetrators accountable, the drive that impelled him after Bar, had

calmed. ''I'm very relativist in my views," he explained to me. "If these leaders, if these ethnic

groups have decided to bury the hatchet, literally to bury the spear, bury the AK-47, I'll bury
it." Peace, he said, must trump accountability.

After his talk with Machar, we went out int6 the courtyard. Soldiers chased a black-and

white bull, then roped each of its hooves and held it still. Wearing dark slacks and a tailored

shirt with blue and black vertical stripes, Tanginye, the newly integrated commander, raised

a wooden spear. He pierced the animal's side once with the spear's slender blade. The bull

crumpled and lay dead on the mud, having absorbed, according to this Nuer ritual, a wealth

of malign spirits - forces that had long torn the South apart.
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In the town of Bentiu, with the oil rigs pumping nearby on a vast, flat landscape oflow

trees and scarce huts, the area's governor spread a colonial-era map in front of Prendergast,

showing him where the North-South border should be drawn, as if Prendergast, with his

access to Obama, could make it so. Prendergast's connections to Washington power can be

traced back to 1996, when he was invited to be on a panel ata Princeton University

conference about U.S. policy in Somalia. At the conference, he seized the opportunity to

catalog President Bill Clinton's failures not only in Somalia but also during the Rwandan

genocide and in Sudan. Susan Rice, then the senior director for Mrican affairs in Clinton's

National Security Council and now the Ari:terican ambassador to the United Nations, was the

conference's keynote speaker. The two had a spirited conversation afterward, and

Prendergast again imagined the possibility of working in government. Less than a year later, .

he was employed under Rice in Clinton's administration. Rice was passionate about

peacemaking in Mrica, and Clinton was, in Prendergast's telling, increasingly invested. The

administration put its energy into resolving war between Ethiopia and Eritrea. Yet Sudan,

Prendergast said, never gotthe engagement it needed. The U.S. government sent

nonoffensive military equipment, ranging from boots to transport helicopters, to

neighboring countries intending to support opposition to Khartoum. But Prendergast said:

"It was way too little. It was a waste ofdamn energy.'~

In 2003, Prendergast was back to his old existence, doing field research and analysis for the

International Crisis Group, an NGO focused on international-conflict resolution. He met

. Angelina Jolie at a Congressional event where she spoke about her visit to a Congolese

refugee camp in Tanzania. After suggesting that she could strengthen her impact by traveling

to Congo itself, he took her there. When they returned from the conflict zone - where he'd

long triedto raise awareness - her photographs of the trip were exhibited on the Web site of

the Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington. They received so much traffic that the site

crashed. "You can't get slapped in the face any harder than that," he said. "If I had made that

trip alone, maybe a few hundred people would have paid attention."

It was a lesson fresh in his mind as Khartoum was reacting toa new separatist movement

in the West, in Darfur. Much as it did in the South, the regime sent local Arab forces, some

on camelback, to kill and rape civilians, to chase them from their homes and into deathly

disease and malnutrition in order to leave the rebels with no base ofsupport. Prendergast

played a central role in drawing American eyes to Darfur's devastation through a campaign

that enlisted Clooney along with fellow actors like Mia Farrow and Don Cheadle (with whom

Prendergast has paired up to write two books, one of them a best seller, about responding to

the world's atrocities). Save Darfur raised millions of dollars for advertising and grass-roots

organizing; drew 70,000 people to a rally on the Washington Mall in 2006; and lent
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momentumtoward this year's International Criminal Court indictment of Sudan's president,

Omar al-Bashir, for the genocide of Darfurians.

By escorting Clooney to Juba and along the Nile this fall, Prendergast hoped to spread the
star's light from Darfur to the South - and to jolt Obama, who appeared, to Prendergast

along with other activists, to be half-asleep when it came to what might be visited upon

southerners and who has been accused of being lessinvested in Africa generally than he once

promised. The Clooney tour typifies the approach ofthe nonprofit Prendergast co-founded

in 2007, the Enough Project, with backing from a foundation started by Pam Omidyar,the

wife ofthe creator ofeBay. The project's rationale is that U.S. human rights and

international-policy organizations take an elite tack on trying to influence American

government involvement in the world's ignored places. The groups struggle for coverage by

foreign correspondents and offer to testify in front of Congressional subcommittees. But the

organizations usually fail to stir public opinion that could generate political will for their

ideas. Enough's plan is to combine thorough field reporting with Web campaigns and

celebrity glare. "Ifyou don't get people in Des Moines to write their congressman or

senators," Prendergast said, "you're not going to get anything done in godforsaken regions·

like eastern Congo and southern Sudan."

Attracting attention is - and isn't - a new goal for Prendergast. He is, after all, a man who

once modeled himself on Pistol Pete Maravich, and there are human rights advocatestoday

who see his recent methods as more about self-display than substance. One afternoon in the

Juba airport, I caught a glimpse of the pleasure Prendergast takes in the limelight when he

crossed the waiting area to let a stranger know that the book she was reading, "The Worst

Date Ever" --:- a jokey nonfiction narrative about tracking down a handsome activist in Africa

in the hope Of romance - is about him. Some critics raise other issues. Andrew Natsios,

. former special envoy to Sudan, worries about Prendergast's vision ofAmerican power.

"Prendergast and advocacy groups often grossly overestimate the ability of American

.. diplomacy and power to direct the course of events in other countries," Natsios told me.

"And local groups engaged in civil war often believe the overestimates and think theill be

rescued by American influence - and this can distort negotiations, sometimes disastrously."

No one, though, seems to doubt Prendergast's success in implanting Sudan in the

consciousness of Americans. Right after Prendergast and Clooney returned from the South,

there they were on "Today" and "Larry King Live," among other shows, speaking to millions

ofviewers about a place and people those viewers barely knew existed and about America's

ability to protect them. They also sat at a small garden table on the Oval Office's stone patio

with Obama.

''')///''''tf\1l'\
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Prendergast's aim was to intensify the president's attention on Sudan. Backin 2005, the

North signed the current peace deal with the South, an accord that includes the upcoming

referendum on independence, partly because President George W. Bush made it a priority.

Impelled by Christian evangelicals, Bush dispatched Secretary ofState Colin Powell to signal·

America's seriousness and help broker an agreement. And Khartoum signed, perhaps

. believing that this was a key step in getting free of U.S. sanctions dating to its harboring of

bin Laden and maybe figuring, many Sudan analysts speculate, that it could find ways to

postpone the referendum forever.

The Enough Project's effort to compel Obama included full-page ads over the summer in The

New York Times. The ads featured Obama in profile and proclaimed: "The lives of millions

of Sudanese hang in the balance. The choice is clear - and it's yours." The Enough Web site

accused Obama ofbeing "AWOL" on Sudan. Before their recent talk, Prendergast had

spoken with Obama a number of times at various events going back to Obama's term in the

Senate, and their most recent briefexchange had been cordial, Prendergast said, despite

Enough's campaign. But, he added, "I wouldn't be getting a 45-minute meeting with the

president if it weren't for Clooney."

In that meeting Prendergast reiterated, he told me, the main points he'd been making for

months. He discussed with the president the need to let Khartoum know that America would

not look away if the North undermined the South's vote and that the U.S. would reward

Khartoum's oompliance and punish any belligerence. And he wanted Obama to dispatch a

major political or diplomatic figure to the pre-referendum negotiations so thatboth sides

would recognize the strength of America's desire that war be left permanently in the past.

Within a month of the meeting, Obama added Senator John Kerry to what had previously

been a low-profile diplomatic effort. The president sent Kerry with an offer to Khartoum: if

the North doesn't obstruct the January vote, if the North respects the results and peacefully

resolves issues like oil-revenue-sharing, Obama will remove Sudan from America's list of

state sponsors of terrorism.

This would be a first step in the awarding of further benefits - the lifting of sanctions; help

with debt relief - if Khartoum merits them in the future. Prendergast has spoken to

administration officials about going as far as working toward a United Nations Security

Council deferment of Bashir's indictment for genocide, though he stresses that this is not a

current consideration. The mere possibility would outrage some in the human rights

community, but again, he'd prefer peace to principles. "I'm not a human rights purist," told

me. "Human rights and peace have to coexist." He also wants harsh consequences if

Khartoum flouts the vote and stokes North-South war or fails to improve the bleak situation

1')/hnnl n
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in Darfur. The potential reprisals he mentioned to me progress from aggressive asset seizure

to supplying anti;-aircraft artillery to the South so it can deter the North's bombing. Sending

weaponry may seem like an extreme and unlikely option, but Prendergast said that if such

artillery becomes necessary, he would work to mobilizesupport behind it. For the moment,.

he is reassured by Kerry's role as a sign that Obamahas a major stake in Sudanese peace.

It is difficult to measure exactly Prendergast's importance in Obama's surge of public focus .

on Sudan. Two weeks before Prendergast and Clooney arrived at the White House, the

president addressed a U.N. ministerial meeting to emphasize America's watch over North

and South as the referendum nears, a speech that could be attributed in part to Enough's

campaign or traced to Obama's long-stated commitment to Africa, a commitment that may

. be obscured byissues like the economy and Afghanistan but that is never unfelt. One way to

understand Prendergast's influence, suggested Samantha Power, who is the National

Security Councii's senior director for multilateral affairs and human rights and who counts

Prendergast among her close friends, is not to see Obama as lacking a sense ofurgency on .

Sudan were it not for Prendergast's recent activism, but rather to view the president as long

engaged on Sudan partly because ofthe highly successful advocacy movement Prendergast

helped to start several years ago around the crisis in Darfur. And now, she continued, on
North-South peace, Prendergast is "creating a political space; he's putting political wind in

the sails of people who care about this issue: the president, Denis" - she nodded toward

McDonough, the deputy national security adviser - "me. He's elevated Sudan to Himalayan

.. proportions on the mattering map in Washington." While this maybe an overstatement,

Prendergast has surely helped to pull an expanse ofscrub and swamp, and the people who
live upon it, into American sightlines.

Daniel Bergner isa contributing writer. He i~ the <;Luthor of'1n the Land ofMagic Soldiers: A

Story ofWhite and Black in West Africa."
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Sudan's Secession Crisis

Can the South Part From the North Without War?

Andrew S. Natsios and Michael Abramowitz

Under the Comprehensive Peace Agree
ment, the 2005 deal that ended the lengthy

. civil war between the north and the south
ofSudan, voters in the south are supposed
to vote onJanuary 9, 2011, to decide whether
their region should secede and form the
world's newest country. The civil war,
which lasted 22 years and during which
an estimated 2.5 million southerners died,
was fought over several issues: the central
government's long-standing neglect of
Sudan's periphery; the excessive concen
tration ofjobs, wealth, and public services
in the region known as the Arab triangle,
along the northern part of the Nile.River
valley; the government's brutal attempts
to impose Arab culture and Islam on the
south, where Christianity and traditional
religions prevail; its persistent refusal to
grant the south any autonomy (except
for a briefperiod in the 1970s); and its
exploitation of the south's resources,

particularly its oil, to fillgovernment coffers.
The Comprehensive Peace Agreement,
which was signed by Omar al-Bashit, the
president of Sudan, and John Garang,
the leader ofthe southern rebellion, who
was killed in a helicopter crash soon after
the deal, was intended to correct some of
these problems. It gave the south its own
semiautonomous government and an
independent standing army and required
the upcoming referendum on secession.
But now Khartoum's stalling tactics are
threatening to delay the vote, with.poten
tially disastrous consequences.

During a visit to southern Sudan in
late September and early October, we
met nearly 100 people, including the
south's president, Salva Kiir Mayardit, and
vice president, Riek Machar, civil-society
groups, church leaders, international
humanitarian workers, UN officials, and
many others. We traveled outside Juba

ANDREW S. NATSIOS, U.S. Special Envoy to Sudan in 2006/, is Distinguished
Professor in the Practice of Diplomacy at the Edmund A. Walsh School of
Foreign Service at Georgetown University, a Senior Fellow at the Hudson
Institute, and the author of the forthcoming book Sudan and DarfUr: What
Everyone Needsto Know. MICHAEL ABRAMOWITZ, a former Washington Post
reporter and national editor, is Director of the Committee on Conscience at
the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum.



THE GREAT DIVIDE

Even though they signed the peac~ deal
hearly six years ago, Khartoum andJuba
only recendy began serious negotiations
over their divorce settlement. As we were
writing this article last November, many of
the thorniest questions were still unresolved.
Where should the north-south border be

· .,.

Andrew S. Natsios andMichaelAbramowitz

to the southern cities ofMalaka1and have the troops and the weapons to do so.
Rumbek but were denied permission to IfKhartoum thinks it can protect Sudan's
travel to the north. In the course ofour oil infrastructure, it should reflect on the
conversations, we came to see clearly that failure ofthe U.S. military to protect Iraq's
Garang's vision ofa unified, democratic during its occupation ofthat country.
Sudan died with him. Given the depre- Some balloting will likely take place
dations and atrocities that the southern in early 2011, but if the north tries to
Sudanese have suffered for two centuries manipulate the referendum or postpone
at the hands ofthe northern Arabs, getting it bymore than a few weeks, the south
southerners to vote for unity would have could erupt. Stonewalling might even
been difficult even with Garang in power. precipitate war-and perhaps a war even
One cause of the ongoing tensions is the bloodier than the north-south conflict
condescending attitudes of some Arab or the rebellion in Darfur, where the gove
elites in Khartoum: they continue to refer ernment troops' scorched-earth tactics
to the southerners as a'bid, the Arabic term left a lasting imprint of mis.ery, displace-
for low-caste black slaves. For them, the ment, ongoing violence, and atrocities.
south's revolt during the civil war was no On the otherhand, the path to a peaceful
liberation struggle; it was an uprising of . partition as provided for by the Compre-
slaves that needed to be crushed. Now, hensive Peace Agreement is full ofdangers,
these northerners cannot abide dealing not all ofwhich are adequately recognized
with southerners as equals. The southerners, in the West. The peace deal calls for a
for their part, wish to be rid ofthe Arabs and six-month period of transition after the
Islamism once and for all. scheduled date for the referendum, during

In the fall, as the date ofthe referendum which the north and the south are supposed
neared, international observers and south- to work out any remaining details about
ern officials reported that Khartoum was their split. According to many people
redeploying its army, with newly purchased we spoke to in the south, it is during this
heavy weaponry, along the disputed north- time that the threat ofviolence will be
south border. In response to the north's the· greatest-either because the vote has
muscle-flexing, the southern government, .been held, inwhich case the international
which is based in the city ofJuba, sent the community is likely to turn its focus
toughest units in its own armed forces, elsewhere, or because the vote has been
the Sudan People's Liberation Army delayed by the north's dilatory tactics
(SPLA), and also equipped them with new and violence has broken out.
heavy weaponry. The south's leaders
threatened to issue a unilateral declaration
ofindependence ifthe north manipulated
or canceled the vote. They also privately
warned thatif the north attempted to
occupy the oil fields in the south--where
80 percent of the country's known oil
reserves are located-they would destroy
the country's oil infrastructure. And they .
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drawn? How will the citizenship ofsouth"
erners living in the north and ofArabs
living in the south be established? How
should the dispute over the oil-rich area
ofAbyei, which straddles the current,
tentative border, be settled? How should
the country's debts be apportioned? How
much oil revenue shouldJuba give Khar
toum for the construction of the north's
oil pipeline and port and the south's use
of them? And how much water from the
Nile River, which flows from the south,
will the north (and Egypt) be allowed to
use? To gauge the difficulty ofworking out
anyone ofthese matters, just consider the
question ofhow oil revenues should be
distributed. Under the Comprehensive
Peace Agreement, the two sides were
supposed to split the proceeds evenly: Will
that arrangement continue even though
the south, where most of the resources
are, thinks that the north's leaders have
cheated it out ofbillions ofdollars?

The Bashir government believes that
the way these issues are resolved will
determine whether its party, the National
Congress Party (NCP), remains in power.
And the south's leaders are wary ofcom
promising the long~termdevelopment
of their region by granting the north too
many concessions. Khartoum wants to
negotiate the terms of any divorce before
the referendum-one reason it is trying

. to delay the vote-butJuba is refusing to
.settle until after the ballot for fear that
Khartoum might hold the vote hostage to
these questions. With the parties' strategies
tlashing, negotiators are at an impasse.
The south did win a symbolic victo~y last
September, when during a high-level sum
mit at the United Nations in New York
virtually the entire international community
lined up behind the south and insisted

that the referendum be held on time. But
the government in Khartoum is notbudg
ing, worried that it might be signing its own
death warrant if it fulfills the final terms
of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement.

Some Sudan observers fear that if the
south secedes, the world's newest country
will be born a failed state. UN officials in .
the country distribute to visitors a fact
sheet entitled "Scary Statistics" showing
that southern Sudan's health and educa
tion indicators are extremely poor, even
compared to other troubled states in Africa.
But those who focus on such data over
look the fact that the south has effectively
been a functioning state for the last five

. years and that it has made remarkable
progress under very difficult circumstances.
During our trip, we found Juba to be
unexpectedly vibrant. Since 2005, the
city's population has grown from roughly
100,000 to roughly 1.1 million (which is
about '3 percent ofthe south's entire pop
ulati~n).A dozen government ministries
and offices and the University ofJuba,
which were wrecked by the war, have
been rebuilt. Major city streets have been
paved ane;! are lined with a new electrical
system, and 7,000 new businesses have
been registered, including eightbanks,
seven water-bottling plants, and a brew
ery. There were only three hotels and
two restaurants in 2007; there are now
175 small hotels and dozens ofrestaurants.
Some 300,000 southerners have cell
phones. There is a serious shortage of
trained teachers, but encouragingly, school
attendance has increased fourfold.

The south still faces serious challenges.
In 2009, there was an upsurge ofviolence
in the south, the root causes ofwhich
were historic rivalries among the region's
50 tribes. This fractiousness has long
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been the south's greatest weakness, and
successive governments in the north have
exploited it, arming one tribe to attack
another, in order to keep the south divided.
But some international officials we met
inJuba said that the latest bout ofviolence
was due not to any shortcomings on the
southern government's part but to failed
harvests and the suspension of salaries to
southern militias on the SPLA'S payroll
itself the result ofa large drop in oil rev
enues after the 2008 financial crisis. The
government inJuba is already functioning
as a state, and it is likely to continue to do
so as long as a new war does not break out
and its oil· fields keep producing revenues.

That said, a new South Sudan would
surely be a fragile state. Although the
south's elite is very able and bright, it
consists of a few hundred senior officials
at most, and the large state bureaucracy
beneath them is short on skills and man
agerial experience. The rural areas of
the south know little of the prosperity
now evident in Juba; whether a new state
could spread these benefits more equitably
will determine its viability over the long
term. Opposition leaders in the south
also complained to us that the SPLA used
heavychanded tactics to force some 20 in
dependent tribal militias-the source of
80 percent of the violence in rural areas,
according to a senior UN official-to give
up their small arms.

Judging from our interviews, however,
the south's ruling party, the Sudan People's
Liberation Movement, and Kiir, its leader,
appear to be genuinely popular among the
southern people. (Kiir won 93 percent of
the vote when he was up for reelection
as the south's president in April 2010.) Still,
the south's leaders will have to be careful
that their new country is launched on a

genuinely open and democratic path. In
the long run, they will also have to ensure
that oil and mineral revenues do not
corrupt their political culture or get mis
used, diverted, or distributed unevenly.

NORTHERN EXPOSURE

The north has its share ofchallenges, too.
It already is a fragile state, and it may
be approaching state failure. The NCP'S

traditional means ofexercising control
brutally repressing the opposition, turning
its adversaries against one another, using
oil revenues to buy offopponents-no
longer work. Khartoum has lost control of
southern Sudan, faces nonstop rebellion in
Darfur, and could SOOIl confront uprisings
in the Nuba Mountains, at the center of
the country, and, in the east, from the Beja
people of the Red Sea Province and the
Funj people ofBlue Nile, £1 Gezira, and
Sennar Provinces. Bashir's NCP knows that
its authority is slipping away; it is circling
its tattered and rickety wagons to maine
tain state power in the Arab triangle, an
area it believes is more secure and whose
inhabitants it takes tobe more loyal to
Arab interests. During the past three years,
the north's leaders have canceled large
scale development projects in the £1 Gezira
and Sennar regions and moved their in
vestments in dams, irrigation schemes,
roads, and bridgesto the Arab triangle.
Now, many opponents of the Bashir
government in the north fear that it will
impose even more repressive measures and·
after the referendum abrogate the national
constitution in order to prevent the dis
solution of the country.

Khartoum is increasingly coming under
pressure from all sides. Bashir has been
indicted for genocide by the International
Criminal Court for the atrocities committed
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in Darfur, and in the fall of2010, he and
his colleagues came under assault from
politicians and the press for having ever
agreed to hold the referendum on secession.
When Bashir consented to peace with
the south in 2005, he was acting under
duress: the national army was losing the
war to the rebels, casualties were rising,
and the war had grown unpopular in the
nortb----,aJl ofwhich was exacerbating
the country's chronic economic problems.
Bashir's government also feared the
military power it saw the United States
exercising in Mghanistan and Iraq. But
a deal that may have made sense then
appears now to have come at too high a
cost, at least to some Arab nationalists
and Islamist groups in Khartoum. If the
south does secede, Khartoum will have
to negotiate to get access to the region's
natural wealth: not only its vast oil reserves
but also mineral resources in the region
gold, diamonds, copper, ~nd coltan-that
have yet to be fully explored, the plentiful

.water from the Nile River watershed and
the Sudd marsWands, the region's luxuriant
soil, and its thousands ofsquare miles of
open range with the greatest concentration
ofcattle per capita in sub-Saharan Mrica.
A growing chorus ofBashir's opponents
in Khartoum are asking what the north
has received for making peace with
the south.

. In late 2010, newspapers in the north
were making vitriolic attacks on the refer
endum. Some are allied with the Islamist
Hassan al-Turabi, a former ally ofBashir's-
Turabi helped Bashir seize power in a
coup in 1989-who is now his archenemy.
The Bashir government, which is already
accustomed to repressing the regime's

.more liberal opponents, moved to close
some of the newspapers. Concerned

about Islamists, it reviews all the sermons
prepared for Friday prayers in mosques
looking for incendiary language.

The NCP is essentially worried that it
could be deposed by political upheaval in
Khartoum-for instance, a military coup,
a conspiracy in the dreaded National
Intelligence and Security Service (NIss),
a popular uprising, or the mobilization ofa
rebel movement from outside Khartoum
before, during, or after the referendum.
The most likely beneficiary ofany such
coup would be Turabi or other Islamists.
Turabi, who is in his late 70S, is the only
opposition figure with both an extensive
political organization, including networks
offanatically loyal followers in the military
and security apparatus, and a serious
grudge against Bashir and the NCP, which
expelled him from the party, removed
him as Speaker of the National Assembly
in 1999, and has jailed him repeatedly for
criticizing the regime. Until his falling
out with Bashir, Turabi had dominated
the regime from behind thescenes. In his
heyday, he brought Osama bin Laden
to live and work in Sudan-the two are
related by marriage----,and invited numer
ous violent Islamist groups to locate their
headquarters and training camps in the
country. He supported multiple rebellions
against moderate Arab regimes and even
orchestrated the attempted assassination
of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak
in 1995. In his fiery sermons, Turabi has
called for a worldwideIslamist revolution
that would start in Sudan and spread
throughout Mrica. Were the government
ofSudan to fall to him or one ofthe Islarnist
factions he has inspired, its first action
would likely be to abrogate the north
south peace agreement; for them, the
south would be an ideal base from which
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to spread their Islamist movement to the
rest ofAfrica.

The NCP is understandably nervous;
the threat from Turabi and the Islamists
is real. Turabi is suspected, for example,
ofplotting the overthrow of the govern
ment with Khalil Ibrahim, a rebel leader
from Darfur. Ibrahim, once a radical fol
lower ofTurabi (whom he has called his
godfather), has since tried to distance
himself from him-Turabi is radioactive
politically-but many Sudan watchers
suspect that their friendship endures. In
May 2008, Ibrahim led 130 heavily armed
trucks with 2,000 troops across 700 miles
of desert from the Chadian border all
the way to Khartoum. Fighting its way
through the city, the force made it as far
as a bridge close to the presidential palace,
where it was turned back by troops from
the NISS. The northern army, which had
been given orders to stop the rebels, refused
to intervene. Many ofthe well-connected
southerners to whom we spoke in the fall
were certain that Turabi and Ibrahim had
planned the attack on Khartoum together.
Apparently, so was Bashir: he had Turabi
arrested the day after the incident and
publicly accused him ofbeing involved.
The attackwas the first time in over three
decades that street fighting had .occurred
in Khartoum, and it is the closest the
Bashir government has come to being
deposed during its reign of more than
two decades.

The response by the government was
swift and severe, according to human
rights reports. It executed dozens of the
rebel soldiers its troops had captured. It
purged thearmy ofhundreds ofsuspected
Turabi loyalists and Darfur officers. (His
torically, Darfur was the main recruitment
ground for the Sudanese army, but by

2008, many Darfur soldiers had grown
furious about the atrocities that Khar
toum's forces had committed in their home
province.) The government also began
building a network ofunderground
weapons caches and safe houses through
out Khartoum in order to defend the city
street by street should another attack take
place. It moved all but 4,000 of the most
loyal soldiers out of the capital for fear
of a coup. And Bashir placed the army
under the effective control of the NISS.

The episode underscored the Byzantine
nature ofpolitics in the north, which are
opaque even to longtime Sudan analysts.
Bashir and his government could almost
certainly be convicted ofserious crimes,
responsible as they are for massive
suffering among civilians in the south
and Darfur. Yet Bashir is also the man
who signed the Comprehensive Peace
Agreement, and he may be one of the
few politicians in Khartoum willing to
fulfill its final provisions. It is theoretically
possible that ifhe were suddenly to depart
from the scene, he would be succeeded
by a more humane, enlightened govern
ment; however, many observers we spoke
to believe that a new regime would prob
ablybe worse. Even ifa decent government
were to take power instead, the centrifugal
forces pulling Sudan apart today are
accelerating at such a rapid rate that
following the south's likely secession,
the eventual dissolution of the remaining
north Sudanese state might be inevitable.

ON THE BRINK

All-out war is, ofcourse, the gravest danger
facing Sudan, especially for civilians and
ethnic groups such as the Beja, the Dinka,
the Funj, the Nuba, and the Nuer, all of
which have been targeted by Khartoum
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